. Int reduction
The use of constraints to direct problem solving activity is common within AI (e.g. [Goldstein 75 , Kornfeld 81, Stefik 81, Sussman 80,  Steels 81, Waltz 751) but the manner in which they are ernployed can vary. Typically, they are utilized in a generative capacity, with constraint propagation serving to restrict the number of hypotheses generated. This strategy often yields a unique solution in dornains where the satisfaction of constraints can be assumed. However, in complex domains, it is often not possible to satisfy all of the constraints present. Constraints rnust be selectively relaxed, and the strategy becomes one of identifying the hypothesis that best satisfies the constraints. In this case, constraints rnust additionally serve as a basis for discriminating among the alternative hypotheses generated. The dual role played by constraints in these latter domains raises some interesting issues with respect to the underlying constraint representation and organization.
The research reported here is concerned with these issues in problem domains where matteis are further complicated by a need to reason about time. Specifically, we will consider a methodology for organizing and managing constraints based on the temporal relationships that are present between them. The work is motivated by research underway at the CMU Robotics Institute on an intelligent scheduling and information system (ISIS), currently being applied to the problem of scheduling job shops [Fox 82, Fox ma] . Briefly, the problem is one of generating a schedule to govern the manufacture of products for which orders have been received. The schedule must carry each product order through an appropriate sequence of operations such that a set of organizational goals (e.g. meeting due dates, minimizing work in process time, maintaining production Icvels) are met. The operations associated with the manufacture of different items share a common set of resources (e.g. machines, tools, etc.), whose allocation is the essence of the scheduling problem. Cas?ing this as a complex constraint satisfactiori problem, our approach in lSlS has focused on the expression and utilization of the large variety of constraints that influence job shop schedules.
Two broad issues relating to constraint representation and organization arise in time dependent problem domains. First, many of the constraints maintained by the reasoning system are likely to be time varying. That is, distinct variants of the constraints may be applicable when the reasoning system is focusing on distinct intervals of time in the solution space. Such constraints may be imposed at the outset or result from the relaxation of an unsatisfiable variant. A constraint representation is required that promotes efficient resolution of the applicable variant at any point in time. A second issue involves the management of temporal constraints that are dynamically iinposed as various commitments are made during the search process. These constraints must be propagated through the domain model to ensure consistency of the hypotheses under development. This paper examines the role of temporal knowledge in both of these contexts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers previous work in temporal representations. In Section 3, a set of modeling primitives are introduced to provide a basis for representing temporal knowledge. Sections 4 and 5 then consider the processes of constraint resoiution and constraint propagation, respectively. In Section 6 the main ideas of the paper are summarized. Because of our experience with job shop scheduling, much of the discussion will center around this domain. The techniques under consideration, however, appear relevant to any time dependent problem domain. 
Background
Traditionally, temporal considerations have not played a major role in the reasoning processes of problem solving and plaririing systems. Systems that operate in the blocks world, for example, focus on planiiing and executing solutions to problems without concern to the intervals of time encompassed by these solutions. Only an implicit notion of time, as embodied in the relationships between states in a given problem space, is present. In attempting to solve problems that place time restrictions on the completion of activities and achievement of goals, however, the iriadequacy of this instantaneous time slices approach to modeling time becomes apparent. The ability to reason about time requires an explicit representation.
Despite a recognition of this need, the explicit treatment of time in problem solving/planning systems is fairly uncommon. The AUTOPILOT system [Thorndike 811, a special purpose, distributed planning system for guiding multiple aircraft through a common airspace, utilizes a specific notion of time in representing aircraft flight plans although this technique appears to have limited applicability. The NUDGE system [Goldstein 771 also takes a domain specific approach, utilizing a rich set of knowledge about the time requirements of various activities and the time preferences of specific individuals to produce a schedule of an individual's weekly activities and appointments. Vere has described a more general technique for planning within imposed time spans [Vere 811 that associates start time windows and durafions with the various activities under consideration. This temporal information is refined and propagated to other activities in the plan as the plan crystalizes. A similar approach is taken in [Fukumori 801 in developing train schedules.
The general issue of representing and reasoning with temporal knowledge has also been considered [Bruce 72, Kahn 77, Allen 81s . Wain 821, although primari!y in the context of natural language comprehension and generation. These efforts focused on providing schemes for efficiently organizing a body of temporal knowledge and deductive methods that exploit these representations in responding to queries. Some recent proposals [Allen 81 b, McDermott 821 have attempted to place these temporal models within a larger framework in which plans and actions can be expressed. Many of the ideas that have emerged from these studies are directly applicable to the problems associated with representing and manipulating constraints in time constrained domains, and we will draw freely on this work below.
A representational framework for modeling time
Before proceeding with the issue of reasoning with a time varying set of constraints, it is necessary to define an underlying framework for modeling time. In this section, we present a set of application independent primitives that will provide us with a basis for representing temporal knowledge within particular problem domains. The primitives are expressed in SRL, a schema (or frame) based knowledge representation language [Fox 791 . Lack of space prohibits an in depth discussion of the language itself and the reader is referred to [Wright 831 for a complete description. An overview of the SRL schema construct is contained in Appendix I.
Generally speaking, there are two forms of temporal knowledge to which the underlying primitives m ust attend : e absolute temporal knowledge . knowledge that is explicitly linked with a particular period of tinie along some time coordinate system (e.g. machine x has been reserved for the milling operation from June 1, 1982 through June 15, 1982) 0 relative temporal knowledge -knowledge that relates temporal objects without referencing any specific periods of time (e.g. the milling operation precedes the drilling operation)
The representation of both forms is addressed, in turn, in the following two subsections.
Primitive temporal objects
Defining an mderlying temporal representation establishes a specific perspective through which the problem solver may view and reason about time. Problem solving systems that have explicitly dealt with time have typically employed a single representation, and, hence, a single perspective of time. However, for the applications we have in mind, such a single perspective is inadequate. In the job-shop scheduling domain. for example, resources are allocated along a calendar. work weeks are defined in terms of days of the week, and work shifts are expressed as occurring over hours in the day. Each of these perspectives requires a distinct underlying representation. Thus, rather than restricting ourselves to a single representation, we have chosen a representational framework that allows the creation of multiple temporal representations.
A particular temporal representation is specified by instantiating the time-line scherna shown in Figure 3-1. As can be seen, this schema packages the complete specifications of a given time coordinate system. More specifically, this information defines a fully ordered set of timc points, the granularity of the time line, and a set of operations for manipulating temporal knowledge bound to this time line. The operations include arithmetic functions, conversion functions, and functions for testing and deriving t h e relationships between temporal objects. (LIST (sexp (lambda (x) (and (fixp(x) ) (not (IeSSp x 0))))) (sexp (lambda (x) (and (fixp(x)) (not (lessp x 0)) (not (greaterp (x 6 ) ) ) ) ) ) (sexp (lambda (x) (and (fixp(x)) (not (lessp x 0)) (not (greaterp (x 23))))))) ' . . ? 11 Given that most activitieslevents are best described as occurring over an interval of time, the basic temporal object provided in the representational framework is the interval schema. This is defined in Figure 3 Specific instances of the interval schema may be expressed in different ways, depending on the type of temporal information that is available. An interval may be associated with a particular period of time, in which case the START-TIME and END-TIME slots contain time-points delineating the endpoints of the interval. Alternatively, the DURATION slot may be used to indicate the span of an interval without necessarily binding it to a particular period of time. Note that, in either case, an interval is bound to a particular time-line (i.e. it is defined with respect to a particular temporal perspective).
As sirygest;tJ above, t h e association of n specific tinre line to a class of points and/or intervals establishes a specific perspective of time, and is meant to govern the representation and manipulation of temporal objects bound to this perspective. This is accoinplished by the dated-by relation which allows for the passage of information froni the time line to the time points and/or inteivals to which i t is associated. To invoke a particular temporal function. for example, the vnlue of the slot corresponding to the function name is inherited and applied to the arguments. The dated-l>y schema is depicted in Figlire 3 Much of the temporal knowledge required by a reasoning system is relative in nature, indicating temporal relationships between activities or events without designativg specific intervals on an underlying time line. Such knowledge is characterized through the use of a predefined set of temporal relations. We will see in Section 4 that these relations can also be useful in situations where absolute temporal information is available. The following relations,taken from [Allen 81 a] , have been incorporated as basic primitives: 0 e, before e2 --event e, OCCUI' S before event e2 with some intervening interval of time 0 e, after e2 --e, occurs after e2 with some intervening interval of time (inverse cf before) 0 e, during e2 --e, occurs during e2 0 e, contains e2 --e2 occurs during e, 0 e, meets el --e, and e2 occur consecutively in time with e, preceding e2 0 e, met-by e2 --e, and e2 occur consecutively in time with e2 preceding e , Figure 3 -6 typifies the form of the above relations. The class name event appearing in the DOMAIN slot of the schema is used loosely to represent any entity that occurs within or occupies a specific interval of time (i.e. it has an interval schema associated with it). The restriction imposed on the RANGE of the relation specifies that the ii:tervais associated with the two schemata being related must be bound to the same time line. Note that the issue of inheritance is not addressed in specifying the primitive temporal relations. Such properties depend on the context in which a given relation is employed. Inheritance may be desirable. for example. in situations where the relation is used as a kriowledge structuring mechanism (see Section 4). On the other hand, inheritance is unnecessary (in fact undesirable) if the relation is used to express a partial ordering among activities in a plan (see Section 5). Thus, the inheritance properties associated with a given temporal relation are left to be specified when it is specialized for a particular application.
Temporal knowledge as a basis for constraint resolution
As indicated at the outset, an integral step in the constraint-directed reasoning control cycle is constraint resolution, the process of identifying the set of constraints relevant to the current situation. If the overall set of constraints maintained by the system is large and varied, an organizational framework in which to embed the constraints becomes increasingly importani to the ease with which this resolution process can be carried out. Given an object oriented knowledge representation such as SRL, constraint residency is a useful and simple basis for determining relevancy. Constraints (represented as schemata) are directly attached to the objects they constrain, arid the relevant constraints at any point are collected by examining the objects associated with the current state.
Constraint resolution is complicated, however, in the case of time varying constraints. There might be several variants of a given constraint associated with a particular object, each applicable during a different interval of time. In these situations it is necessary to impose further organizational structure on the constraint representation.
The following subsections focus on the expression of time varying constraints. We will examine a representational technique that exploits the use of temporal relations to provide an organization whereby the relevant variant at any point in time can be easily identified.?
Time varying constraints
Within the job shop scheduling domain, there are many constraints that vary over time with respect to the value that the constrained attribute must satisfy. Consider the manpower levels that ar'e set in various work areas of the shop. At any point in time these levels are fixed, and any schedule that is generated for the shop must adhere to the specified levels. Nonetheless, particular settings for manpower ievels are only applicable for a limited period of time. They are adjusted over time as the production requirements in the shop change. Furthermore, the possible adjustmcnts that may be made to manpower levels are bounded by the maximum and minimum number of workers that can be assigned to a given work area, and each individual setting within this range carries its own degree of desirability.
This example illustrates the kinds of information that must be captured in a representation of time varying constraints. However, given that such constraints may be altered periodically, a primary requirement of the representation is a means of structuring the set of alterations currently in force. Temporal relations provide a natural basis for this organization and lead to the definition of the time-varying-constraint schemadepicted in contains the current value of the constraint and UTILITY its associated uiility. The constraint also possesses a set of ALTERNATIVES, specified by means of an attached relaxatioii spec. These alternatives enumerate the possible alterations that can be made to the constraint. and are instantiated (;.e. a ternDora1 scope is associated) to produce specific alteration^.^ If a decision is made to alter a time varying constraint, the temporal scope associated with the alteration will necessarily encompass a subinterval of the original constraint's temporal scope. As such, there is an inherent temporal relationship linking a constraint to its alterations (contains), and, likewise, an inverse relationship (during) in the other direction. These relationships are exploited for organizational purposes in defining the CuRxNT-ALTERA'rioNs and ALTErJAnoN-oF relations found in the time-varying-const raint schema. To make this explicit, consider the cornplete definition of the ALTEHATION-OF relation in Figure 4- We are now in a position to examine the dynamics of the representation. Ignoring the issue of when to relax or strengthen a time varying constraint, suppose that at some point a decision is made to alter the constraint along the lines of one of its specified alternatives, and an appropriate temporal scope for the alteration has been determined. Since an alteration is itself a time varying constraint, it is instantiated as such and attached to the original constraint's CURRENT-ALTERATIONS slot. This newly attached constraint now lakes precedence ove: the original constraint at points in time within its temporal scope, while the original constraint is still applicable at points in time within its temporal scope but outside that of its alterations. Note that an alteration rnay be subsequently altered itself in the same manner. Thus, each instance of a time varying constraint instance sits at the root of a tree structure containing its current alterations. The resolution process defined over a given alteration 3We can approach the specification of alternatives from different perspectives. If the constraint directed reasoning process proceeds in a one 'way direction, attempting to satisfy the relevant constraints and relaxing those that cannot be satistied, then the set of alternatives associated with a given constraint need only include the subset of possible values whose associated utilities are less than thc constraint's utility (Le. the possible relaxations of the constraint). On the other hand, if the reasoning process is also capable of strengthening a constraint (necessitated, perhaps, by the inappropriateness of a previous relaxation that was made) then it is necessary to include all possible alternatives. We have adopted this more general .view and take the alternatives of a given time varying constraint to include means for both relaxing and strengthening the constraint. The name relaxation spec is retained to maintain consistency with the terminology in [Fox Ma]. tree is straightforward. To iocatr? the currently applicable constraint at time t , we find the lowest constraint in the tree whose ternporal scope contains 1.
4
As is the case with all constraints, time varying constraints can be associated with t h e objects they constrain through attachment to the appropriat? schemata. Time varying constraints specifying a priori determined work shifts, for example, might be placed in the schemata representing the specific machines in a job shop. More generally, it is useful to place constraints at varioils levels within the hierarchical model of the environment, arid rely on inheritance relations to irtiport the constraints relevant to objects at lower levels. This allows the association of a default constraint with a class of objects which can be overridden by the attachment of more specific constraints to individual members of the class. However, this technique falls short in the case of time varying constraints. Because of their distinct periods of applicabi!ity, it may be necessary to inherit a constraint from a higher level even though constraints reside at the current level.
Given the inadequacy of inheritance relations in this context, it is necessary to extend the representation to explicitly identify the potentially applicable constraints residing at higher levels in the hierarchy. This is accomplished through the introduction of the time-varying-constraint-root schema depicted in Figure 4 -3.
{{ti me-v a r y in g -cons t rain t -root Within the extended representation, an instance of the time-varying-constraint-root schema is attached to the object being constrained in lieu of the actual set of associated time varying constraints. The actual constraints, in turn, are placed in the CURRENT-ALTERATIONS slot of the root, combining the constraints and their associated alterations into an alteration tree.5 The resolution process proceeds by first examining the alteration tree designated by the Constraint root in the 4A second temporal organization we might have adopted here is that of maintilining a strict relaxofion free where in each node is a relaxation of its parent. In this case, a decision to strengthen a given constraint would be accommodnted by restructuring the relaxation tree to which it belongs (e.g. pruning one or more Constraints from the tree or reducing their temporal scope so that the desired stronger constraint residing at a higher level in the tree beconics aaplicable. or splitting the constraint into two and inserting the desired constraint between the two resulting temporal scopes at the same level in the tree). This would likely result in a more compazt representation, as the height of each tree would he bounded by the number of alternatives at its root. However, the adopted strategy of growing a new leaf in the tree for each alieration (be it a relaxation or a strengthening of the constraint) provides a complete record of the sequences of alterations made to each time varying constraint in the system. This provides L e inetaleuel wz~soning system with a basis for incorporating knowledge of its past decisions when contemplating suhequent ateentions. Moreover, the tree can be augmented with dependency information to enable explanations of the meta-level actions taken. These issues are beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed further. 51n this sense the constraint root bears a strong resctnblance to Allen's reference interval [Allen 81a]. manner described above. If an applicable constraint is not located the process is recursively applied to tile alteration trec designated by the SPECIALIZATION-OF relation in the root.
The constraint root may also serve a dual role as a repository for information related to the constraint that is invariant across all possible alterations. Such informntion is made available to all constrairits currently residing in the alteration tree through the ALTERATION-OF inheritance relation defined in Figure 4 -2.
A n example: representing shift constraints
To amplify the ideas of the last section. let its examine the rcpiesentstional framework in a specific context drawn from the job shop scheduling dornain. One type of time varying constraint that needs to be espressed in this domain is the number of work shifts associated with a machine, work area, or facility. With these basic primitives in hand, let us examine the representation of a specific configuration of shift constraints for the rn3ch7 machine identified above. Assuming that a shift-constraint-root schema has been defined as a subtype of the time-varying-constraint-root, first consider the specific cons?raint root that is attached to the rnach 7 machine description. This is displayed in Figure   4 -7.
{(machl -shift-constraint-root 'Relaxation specs are defined in [Fox m a ] and the reader is referred thcre for a complete discussion of their structure and interpretation. For our puiposcs here, it is sufficient to note that the shift-constraint-relaxation-spec.schema of which m a c h l -shifts is an instance is defined as r? particulr,r type of relaxation spec called a discrete choice. As the name implies, a discrete choice specifies a discrete set of alternative values. The constraints currentty bound to mach I are contained in the CIJHRENT-AI-TEHATIONS Slot Of the m a c h l -shift-constraint-root schema (see Figure 4 -7). These constraints are defined in Figure  4 -10. machl-shift-constraint1 is seen to be applicable from the beginning of week 0 to the beyinniny of week 20 and specifies a single 8 hour shift operating over a five day work week. Its associated utility of 2.0 indicates the desirability of satisfying this constraint. Alternatively, machl-shift-constraint2 is relevant froin the beginning of week 50 to the beginning of week 80 and specifies two 8 hour shifts operating over a five day work week. It possesses a reduced utility of 1.4 to reflect the cost of adding a second shift. There are no constraints directly associated with mach 7 during the temporal intervals not covered by tnaclil -shift-const raint 1 and mach 1 -shift-constraint2. At points in time during those intervals the applicable constraint will be found at a higher level in the SPECIALIZATION-OF hierarchy. Having now completely specified mach 7's configuration of shift constraints, let us conclude the example by providing a flavor of how the representation will evolve as alterations are made. It will be helpful at this point to move to a graphical notation, and the above described representation is recast in these terms in Figure 4 -11 (along with the addition of a default constraint residing in the milling work area description). Let us assume that this configuration of constraints is the result of a priori made decisions, mctivated perhaps by forecasted load levels in the job shop.
As the search for a constraint satisfying job shop schedule proceeds, we would expect a more accurate assessment of the load levels in the shop to emerge. For our purposes here, suppose that the fcllowing sequence of alterations is made by the meta level reasoning system as this knowledge about the search space accumulates:
1. shift-constraint1 is relaxed to include a second shift during the temporal interval 2. This relaxation is subsequently relaxed to include a third shift from the beginning of week i o to the beginning of week 12.
3. The default constraint residing with the milling work area is strengthened to specify only two shifts from the beginning of week 25 to the beginning of week 35.
Each decision to alter a shift constraint results in the attachment of a new shift constraint (embodying the desited alteration) to the CURRENT-ALTERATIONS slot of the constraint found to be unsatisfactory. Thus, given the above sequence of alterations, the configuration of shift constraints associated with machl would now appear as in Figure 4 -12. According to the resolution mechanisni defined in Section 4.1, each new constraint now takes precederice over the original (i.e. the constraint of which it is an alteration) at points within its temporal scope.
Temporal knowledge as a basis for constraint propagation
In contrast to constraints which provide a basis for discriminating among alternative decisions proposed by the reasoning system, there are constraints that are applied in a generative fashion. These constraints determine the admissibility of decisions, delineating boundaries within which the exploration of aliernative decisions may proceed. In many cases, these constraints are embedded in the rnodel of the domain (e.g. operation x can only be performed on machine y) and are invariant over time. An important exception, however, is the collection of constraints characterizing the nonavailability of resources. The majority of these constraints evolve dynamically as explorations in Within the job shop scheduling domain, resource reservations may be established or removed by either the system or the user. These scheduling decisions are made in an opportunistic fashion [Erman 801 and may be expressed at various levels of abstraction.
Given these characteristics, the issue of maintaining the consistency of a dynamically changing collection of reservations must be addressed. Specifically, the temporal constraints imposed by particular scheduling decisions must be propagated through the rest of the partially developed schedule so as to influence the scheduling decisions that remain to be made. This, in turn, requires an appropriate organizational framework in which to embed these constraints.
Once again, temporal relations provide the necessary structure, in this case as provided in the representation of the plan knowledge from which the schedules of individual orders are derived. Such a representation and an associated set of constraint propagation techniques are examined in the following subsections.
Multiple descriptions of activities and resources
Each product producible in the job shop has associated with it an operafiorls graph which defines the alternative process routings that may be employed to produce the product. An operations c;rar,h is a network of activities, partially ordered with respect to time. Any path thiough the network constitutes a viable plan and a complete assignment ot resources along a given path constitutes a schedlile. The operatiom graph also exhibits a hierarchical structure in that activities are modeled at various levels of abstraction. Thus, an operations graph is not unlike a [irocedurnl riel formulation of plan knowledge [Sacerdoti 771 . Its distinguishing characteristics include 0 flexibility in the types of abstractions that are representable, a an explicit representation of the temporal structure inherent in the plans, and 0 the existence of schedulable resources at all levels of abstraction.
There appear to be two forms of abstraction relevant to the expression of process routings: abstraction by aggregation of sequences of activities into composite activities (the form typically found in plan expressions) and abstraction by omission of activities. The latter form emphasizes an approach whereby critical facilities (i.e. bottleneck resources) are scheduled before an attempt is made to develop a complete schedule, and is particularly useful in supporting the interactive development of portions of the schedule by the user. A given operations graph will generally incorporate bo?h forms of abstraction, distinguishing between the two by the specific temporal relationships linking various activities.
Within the the job shop scheduling domain, an activity is refined into an operation. The prototypical operation schema is displayed below in Figure 5 Cperations are organized into operations graphs via the temporal relations contained in the operation schema definition. The AFTER and MET-BY relations associate an operation with alternative previous operations in the set of process routings, with MET-BY indicating that the alternative previous operations and the current operation occur consecutively in the production of the product and AFTER signaling the omission of one or more interveniriy operations at this level of abstraction. MET.BY is always in use if previous operations exist. AFTER is utilized only b y the user interface to shield nonbottleneck operations from the user. Similarly. the BEFORE and MEETS relations associate an operation with alternative next operations in the set of process routings. In this case, MEETS indicates the consecutive occurrence of operations and is always in force if following operations exist, while BEFORE indicates the omissioli of one or more intervening operations and is utilized in the same manner as AFTER. Thus, the MEETS and MET-BY relations of operations collectively define the set of process routings at each level of a b~t r a c t i o n .~
The rerriaining temporal relations are used to define the operatior, abstraction hierarchy. The DURING rdatioi, links an operation with its superoperation (Le. The CONTAINS relation associates an operation with alternative sequences of more detailed operations. A portion of a specific operations graph, illustrating the temporal framework, is contained in Figure 5 -2.
the abstract operation of which this operation is a suboperation).
-__ meets __- The remaining slots listed in the operation schema are attributes relevant to the scheduling of pperations. OPERATION-TIME contains an estimate of the duration of the operation, SCHEDULING-CONSTRAINTS contains a set of temporal constraints that must be satisfied when scheduling the operatibn (see Section 5.2), and RESOURCE contains the resource that must be reserved. Resources are associated with operations at all levels in the operation abstraction 9~t should be noted that OVERLAPS and OvERLAPPED-BY are also viable relations for associating alternative next and previous operations respectively. However, the need to distinguish between these relations and MEETSIMET-BY arises only when reasoning about the specific bounds of resource reservations (e.g. detecting conflicts). We will assume such an ability in the discussion below and omit further consideration of the OVERLAPS and OVEALAPPED-BY relations. hierarchy, with the resources residing at a given level embodying abstractions of the resources required by lower level suboperations. The taxonomy of resource types depicted in Figure 5- At the lowest level in the operation abstraction hierarchy, the resource required by an operation is assumed to be a specific machine or work station. We can restrict our attention to machines only without loss of generality. There may be one such machine in the shop or several identical machines from which lo choose. The first case is represented by the machice schema in Figure 5 -4 while the homoyeneous-work-area schema in Figure 5 -5 describes the second case. The rescrurce associated with a given abstract operarion is characterized by the conceptual-work-area schema (Figure 5 6 ), the PARTS-OF which are the resources required by each or the constituent lower level operations embodied by the abstract operation. The need for distinguishing between physical and conceptual work areas arises from the f x t that the two are derived along different organizational dimensions. Physical work areas imply a physical proximity of their constituent resources and are useful in organiring constraints pertaining to work shifts, manpower levels, etc. at higher levels. To map operation abstractions to physical work aress would severely restrict the range of possible abstractions. Conceptual work areas, alternatively, perrnit a grouping of resources that parallels the operation abstraction hierarchy. Instantiations of the reservation schema are attached directly to the resources involved as commitments are made to particular reservations. As we will see in the next section, however, a cornmitinent to a reservation does not necessarily imply its validity in the job shop schedule urKk?r development. Reservations residing at a given level of abstraction are supported by reservations residing at lower levels and a reservation is valid if and only if all of its supporting reservations are valid. Reservations inay also lead to conflicts wit11 subsequent commitments and become invalidated. A reservation's ORIGIN indicates whether 'the reservation was externally imposed by either the reasoning system or the user, or generated during the propagation process. Its significance will become clear below.
((machine
5.2. Maintaining the consistency of resource reservations through the posting of con st raints A commitment to a particular scheduling decision (i.e. the establishment of a resource reservation in a specific order's name for a specific operation during a specific time interval) imposes constraifits which must be satisfied by the scheduling decisions that remain to be made. Freceding operations for the order. for example, are now constrained to end by a certain point in time. Likewise, following operations are now constrained to start on or after a certain point in time. Ensuring the consistency of the dynaniically evolving set of resource reservations requires an ability to bring the constraints imposed by previous scheduling decisions to bear when contemplating the scheduling decisions that remain to be made. The strategy adopted below is one of explicitly representing these constraints and posting them with the operation(s) for which they are relevant. The temporal framework of the operations graph provides the basis for identifying the operation@) with which a particular constraint should be posted.
The constraints to be posted are specializations of a general class of constraints referred to as predicate constraints in [Fox ma] . The defining schema is depicted in Figure 5- 
It includes a
PHEDICA'rE which is applied to its ARGUhlENTS and the value being constrained to yieid either the SATISFIED-UTILITY (if the predicate evaluates true) or the RELAXED-UTILITY (if the predicate evaluates false). In the current context, where the constraints of interest are nonrelaxable, we will assume a SATISFIED-UTILITY Of t , and a RELAXED-UTILITY Of nil. We can pai tition the inconsistencies that can potentially arise as a result of the imposition of a new e those involving conflicts between reservations belonging to the same order, and e those involving conflicts between reservations belonging to different orders.
Conflicts of the former type constitute violations of the temporal relationships embodied in the operations graph associated with the product ordered, and it is these conflicts that will be avoided through !he posting of constraints. Conflicts of the latter type, alternatively, involve contention for the same resources. Since the priority of an order can often dictate the preemption of another order, these conflicts will not be prevented but will be resolved upon detection. For the present. let us confine our attention only to the conflicts that can arise within a given order's schedule and identify the types of constraints needed to ensure their avoidance.
Conflicts between the reservations of temporally related operations residing at different levels in the operations graph (Le. those related via DURING and CONTAINS) constitute one form of inconsistency that might arise as the set of reservations evolves. Avoidance of these conflicts requires propagation of the consequences of each new scheduling decision in both directions. Reservations residing at higher levels can be immediately adjusted (and created if necessary) to reflect the more detailed estimate provided by the new imposition. In the other direction, the subsequent scheduling of supporting lower level operations must be constrained to occur within the temporal scope of the newly iinposed decision. This is accomplished by posting operation time bound constraints with each of these operations.
The operation time bound constraint schema is defined in Figure 5 -9. It is a predicate constraint in which the ARGUMENTS are elaborated into a set of TIME-BOUNDS. The predicate op-tine-boundp, when applied to a perspective scheduling decision for ORDER, returns t if the temporal scope of the decision falls within the specified TIME-BOUNDS and nil otherwise. The POSTED-BY relation designates the originator of the constraint and its STATUS indicates whether the constraint is currently active or has been rendered inactive by the posting of a more accurate instance of the constraint. The generation and maintenance of t h e w constraints (and those to be described below) will be addressed in the following subsections. Figu re 5-9 : ope ration-t ime-bound -con st ra in t schema A second form of inconsistency that might arise involves conflicts among the reservations of operations that are related temporally at the same level in the operations graph (i.e. via MEETS and MET-BY). These conflicts are avoided by propagating the start and end times associated with a newly impGsed scheduling decision laterally in the graph. Specifically, either start time constraints or end time cons:raints (whichever is appropriate) are posted with the other operations at this level. The schemata defining these constraints are contained in Given the above constraint posting approach to consistency maintenance, let us consider the techniques responsible for generating and propagating constraints as the set of resource reservations evolves. First, we will examine the propagation of a new scheduling commitment thrcugh the existing set of resource reservations. We will then eximine the inverse operation of propagating a decision to remove a particular reservation. These considerations will lead to a subsequent discussion of techniques for propagating decisions to invalidate and restore particular reservations.
Propagating a commitment t o a new resource reservation
For purposes of discussion, let us assume that a scheduling decision with the parameters order op resource stime and etime has been imposed, and it has been verified that the imposition satisfies all of the constraints that have been posted with operation op for order. This results in the creation of a reservation schema instance that represents the decision and the ORIGIN is designated as imposed. The status of this newly imposed reservation depends on the level of abstraction embodied by op. If op resides at the lowest level in the operations graph (Le. it CONTAINS no suboperations) then the newly imposed reservation is considered valid. If o p resides at an abstract level in the operations graph, the reservation is necessarily incomplete as its validity is c,ontingcnt on the validity of supporting lower level reservations that h a w yet to be imposed.
In the former case? the reservation has been imposed at a level where physical resources (e.g. specific machines) are involved. As such, it is necessary to detect and resolve any resource contcntion conflicts that have been introduced. In the latter case, it is necessary to propagate the imposition to the sL;pporting suboperations at lower levels in the operations graph. As indicated above, this is acconiplished by posting apcropriate operation time bound constraints with these opera. t i o ns .
The resolution of resource contention conflicts requires the invalidation of one of the offending reservations, and there are several candidate strategies for deciding which to invalidate ( e . g . a comparison of order priority, a coniparison of the authority of each reservation's creator, an appeal to the user). For simplicity, we will assume in what follows that all conflicts are resolved in favor of the newly imposed reservation. The use of more complex strategies is a sirnightforward substitution. The choice to invalidate rather than remove the selected reservation allows its restoration if subsequent scheduling actions eliminate the conflict (see Section 5.2.4).
Downward p ropayation
The operation time bound constraints are derived by applying a critical path method (CPM) analysis to the operations related to op by the contains relation. Estimates of the durations of these operations drive this analysis ana existing reservations arc? taken into account. The CPM an-r;lysis is first applied in a forward direction through the sequence(s) of lower level operations abstracted by o p to determine the earliest start time (the first bound) of each operation. It is rhen applied in a backward direction to determine the latest end time (the second bound) for each operation. The analysis is recursively applied to any lower level operation which is itself an abstraction of more detailed operations. Upon completion of the CPM analysis, the posted constraints dictate acceptable intervals within which the associated operations may be scheduled (see Figure 5 -13). Any operation time bound constraints previously posted with these operations (Le. constraints that originated from reservations residing higher that op in the operations graph) are rendered inactive."
Lateral propagation
The imposition is also propagated to the operations preceding and following op at the same level in the operations graph. An end time constraint of srirne is created and propagated to each operation encountered while moving through the MET-BY relations of op and its predecessors. Upon each posting of the constraint, its value is reduced by the duration of the associated operation. Similarly, a start time constraint with an initial value of etirne is created and propagated to each operation encountered while moving through the MEETS relation of op and its successors.
As various scheduling decisions are imposed, distinct start timelend time constraints may accumulate with the same operation. At any point in time, however, only the start time/end time "It should be noted that the CPhl analysis can also be used to verify that the temporal scope of the imposition (delineated by s h e and clime) allows sufficient time for performing op. By reflecting the imposition of op's reservation for order, the super operation's reservation now constitutes a commitment to the sequence of suboperations that includes op. As such, further consideration of any alternative sequences of operations CONTAINED by the super operation should be prohibited. This is enforced by generating and posting operation restriction constraints with each '*We could adjust the temporal scope of the reservation belonging to the operation from which the start timelend time constraint origiriated to immediately remove the inconsistency. If this approach is taken, it is also necessary to readjust the temporal scope if the super operation's reservation is subsequently removed. For simplicity, we will tolerate these temporary inconsistencies.
operation in the altei native sequences i f the imposition of op's reservatim for order represents the initial coinniitinent to the sequence of operations including op.
If any of the above actions result in a change to the super operation's reservation, the process is recursively applied to the operation appearing in the range of its DURING relation. The removal of op's reservation for order is also propagated upward in the operations graph to the super operation appearing in the range of op's DURING relation. Adjustments may be necessary to the status and temporal scope of this super operation's reservation for order as we!l as the posted constraints that originally resulted from this reservation. In considering these adjustments below, it is once again necessary to distinguish whether the reservation was originally imposed or generated during the propagation of a previous imposition.
If the ORIGIN the super operation's reservation is marked generaled. then its existence is a consequence of the impositions of its supporting reservations, and its resulting status must reflect the current status of the reservations associated with the sequence of suboperations CONTAINED by the super operation that includes op. Specifically, the super operation's reservation is removed if no reservations in order's name remain for any of the suboperations in the sequence, invalidated if no valid or inccjmplete reservations remain, or marked as incomplete if neither of the above conditions are met. In either of the first two cases, any previously posted start time, end time, or operation restriction constraints originating from the super operation are retracted as well.
If, alternatively, the super operation's reservation was originally imposed then its existence does not depend on the existence of supporting lower level reservations. Its resulting status is necessarily incomplefe since there is now at least one supporting reservation (i.e. op's) that is no longer valid. Nonetheless, it is necessary to retract any previously propagated operation restriction constraints if no valid or incomplete reservations for order remain,in the sequence of suboperations that includes
OP.
Adjustments to the temporal scope of the super operation's reservation need be considered only if the status of op's reservation was valid or incomplete, due to the similar nature of the invalidation process. Assuming this to be the case, the action taken again depends on the ORIGIN If any of the above actions result in a change to the super operation's reservation, the upward propagation process is recursively applied to the operation appearing in the range of its DURING relation.
Invalidating and restoring resource reservations
The invalidation of a resource reservation can only occur at the lowest level in the operations graph since this is the level at which resource contention conflicts are detected. Consequently, after setting the reservation's status to invalid and retracting the start time and end time constraints that were propagated as a result of the original imposition of the reservation, upward propagation of the invalidation is all that remains. This is handled in precisely the same manner as that of propagating the removal of a reservation upward. 
Summary
In the preceding sections we have addressed some issues surrounding the organization and utilization of constraints in time dependent problem domains. In doing so, we have attempted to demonstrate the utility of an explicit representation of temporal knowledge. Let us reiterate the main ideas of the paper.
We first considered the issue of constraint resolution in the context of constraints that may vary over time with respect to the value(s) to be satisfied. In this case a constraint organization is required that promotes efficient extraction of the relevant variant at any point in time from the collection of constraints associated with the object being constrained. This was accomplished by associating a temporal scope with each such constraint and relating the collection of alterations that have been made to the constraint temporally. A constraint root was introduced to collapse the organization into a single tree structure, and provide a common access point. The resulting organization afforded simple mechanisms for constraint resolution (including the ability to import constraints, if necessary, from higher levels in the model) and constraint alteration (both relaxation and strengthening).
We then turned our attention to the allocation of resources to activities, and considered the problem of utilizing the temporal constraints imposed as this process proceeds so as to maintain the consistency of the hypotheses under development. A constraint posting approach was Imposed as a means of ensuring consistency, and techniques for propagating the constrailits imposed by the establishment, removal, invalidation and restoratiori of resource reservations to ttmporally related activities were defined. These techniques were driven by the temporal relationships embedded in the system's plan knowledge. This approach to rescurce allocation has been used to provide an interactive scheduling capability within the ISIS-II job shop scheduling system [Fox 83bI .
The SRL s c h e m a construct
The basic representational unit within SRL is the schema. The schema provides a means for constructing symbolic descriptions of concepts and is similar in spirit to the constructs found in other declarative knowledge representations (e.9. frames [Minsky 751, concepts [Lenet 761, units [Bobrow 771) . This appendix provides a brief overview of its structure.
Syntactically, a schema is composed of a schema name (printed in bold font) and a set of slots (printed in small caps). The slots collectively define the attributive, structural and relational properties of a concept. and each may assume an arbitrary lisp expression as its value. A schema is always enclosed in double braces with the schema name appearing at the top. and may be attached to any component of a schema (Le. the entire schema, a particular slot in the schema, or a particular value in a slot). The slots of an attached meta-schema (printed in italics) provide information about the schema, slot or value. These slots are referred to as facets if the meta-schema is attached to a slot. Figure 1 -2 illustrates the attachment of a meta-schema to the RESOURCE slot in the operation schema. The range facet specifies restrictions on the values RESOURCE may assume, and the default facet specifies its default value. The relation associated with a slot is enclosed in single braces, with the relation type and target schema (e.g. IS-A operation) appearing at its head. Opening a relation within a schema establishes a particular view of that schema, and allows slots and values to be inherited from the target schema. This information, which is unique to the view defined by the relation, is stored with the relation itself and not directly in the inheriting schema.13 This is illustrated in the milling-operation schema contained in Figure 1-4 . In this case, the slots OPERATION-TIME and RESOURCE are inherited through the "milling-opera!ion is an operation" relation.
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HESO u R CE: m i I I i n g -ITI 3 c h i n e } }} instances to their prototypes). FAechanisinc, are also provided for definirig specialized inheritance relations that reflect the idiosyncrasies of the domain being modeled. The reader is referred to [Wright 831 for an in depth discussion of tiiese and other facilities prcvided by SRL.
